About the Raw Material
Our factory is located in the beautiful mountain area, in the beautiful mountain area, there is raw
material aluminum for the cheap metal grinding disc, and 70% of the raw material for the highly
efficient metal abrasive disc for stainless steel is produced here in Henan province, very near to
our factory in Zhengzhou. To produce the cheap grinding disc, and if you want it highly efficient
metal abrasive disc, you must use the best quality aluminum or white aluminum, we always buy
the best quality aluminum as a raw material, even it is expensive, we still buy it.

About the Resin Bond
We use the resin bond produced in the best factory, there are 132 factories producing resin bond
we have visited, finally, we chose to work with 6 powerful factories because of the stable capacity
and good quality. If you visit our factory, you will see the resin bond from 6 factories, all the 6
factories are producing good quality resin bond to produce Cheap High Efficient Metal Grinding
Abrasive Disc

About the Producing
The producing for Cheap High Efficient Metal Grinding Abrasive Disc include several steps, first,
we select the best quality aluminum, white aluminum for different fast working grinding wheel,
second, we choose the most suitable resin bond and resin powder. Then blend the aluminum and
resin bond, the resin bond can make the raw material blending very well, at the same time, it can
enhance the stability of the highly efficient metal abrasive disc. After the blending, we need to put
the blended material under some cold temperature like 18 degrees for some hours, till the raw
material is fixed and very stubborn, and very stable, we will use the blended material and put it to
feed the machine, with the skilled work of our workers, and good accurate of our machines, the
Cheap metal grinding disc can be formed to in the standard shape of what customers need, we can
adjust the thickness according to customers’ need, for example, the same size 115*1.0*22, if you
want it to be 115*1.2*22 or 115*1.6*22, there is no problem, we just adjust the thickness for you
by using the same machine, it is very fast and finally the products will meet your demand. After
the forming of the disc, we will use the standard furnace to burn the cheap metal grinding disc for
24 hours, when it is fast and durable enough, our workers will take it out.

About the Selecting
After the burning from the furnace, our workers will take all the high efficient metal grinding disc
out, and do the selecting work, our workers judge it very strictly, once it is not beautiful or if there
is even very small defeat on the China grinding abrasive disc, we will destroy the China high
efficient grinding disc and remain the good China high efficient grinding disc, then put it in the
packaging process.

About the Package

For some customers, if your order for the Cheap High Efficient Metal Grinding Abrasive Disc is
not too much, you can choose to use some very simple package, the simple package may not as
beautiful as the specially designed cartons, it has the same function and it can pack the China high
efficient grinding disc well. For specially designed cartons, you will need to order at least 1000
cartons, while for simple cartons, you can order 50 cartons, no problem for it. It ups to you. We
will do it according to your demand.

About Delivery
We usually give quotation basing on FOB Qingdao, for Qingdao is more close to our factory, we
can ship from Qingdao easily, while if you want us to ship from any port, we can do it, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Ningbo, no problem, all ports we can handle it. We can also send the goods even to
your warehouse, we have a stable connection with the logic companies, if you have any problems
with the transportation, you can let us know, and we can handle it here for your sake.

About the Operation of Our China Grinding Abrasive Disc
To use Cheap High Efficient Metal Grinding Abrasive Disc, we will send you the operation
manual, you can do it referring to our manual paper, to operate it safely is very important, the right
disc, the right cutting or grinding machine is very important to, please choose the standard and
good machine instead of the bad or non-standard machine for your sake.

